
HERE IS THE CHRONOLOGICAL TIMELINE AND COPY OF COMMENTS MADE BETWEEN JOEY ALBERT AND 
STEVE AND LUISA MARSHALL.  This is a long read but if you are interested you are welcome to read everything.   
These are for the most part copies of what was emailed back and forth.   Everything in RED is the comments of Steve 
Marshall to Joey Albert in return emails.    
 
THIS IS WHERE IT ALL STARTED BY A PUBLIC FACEBOOK POSTING FROM JOEY ALBERT PUT ON LUISA 
MARSHALL’S FACEBOOK WALL ON NOV 14TH/2011 after our TV show aired that night.  
 
After 4 shows you publicly put a statement on Luisa’s Facebook wall   “Hmmm....Not entertainment? Format looks 
familiar...” (sent on Nov 14th at 9:42PM which is right after you watched our show)
 
This is how Luisa responded to your statement on her wall.  

○ Luisa Marshall Hello Joey Albert, I really don't know what you meant 
by this... but to answer your question... For the past 2 years, we have 
been fortunate enough to be given total creative freedom to produce 
not only musical entertainment but entertainment in various forms 
including interviews of any sort. Our OBJECTIVE ... to inspire, educate 
and entertain Filipino and mainstream viewers. For more information, 
please click on http://www.simplythebestluisamarshall.com/ . If you have 
any more questions, I’m more than willing to answer your questions. If 
it’s a personal matter, I will appreciate if you please send me an email or 
private message only. Have a great day!

  
This was the time to clarify what your problem was but you didn’t respond at all.   
Then after this we discovered that you were saying other things insinuating that we are “copying your show” and that 
we changed the name of our show to “THE LUISA MARSHALL SHOW”  because of your title.   Its you that at this point 
was putting us down in the community and not us doing anything to you.   That is why I wrote you the next letter.   It was 
obvious that you were not going to stop putting us down so I had no choice but to take this to the next step.  
 
COPY OF EMAIL SENT TO JOEY ALBERT ON NOVEMBER 29TH/2011 FROM STEVE MARSHALL
--------------------------------------------------------
 
November 29th/2011
Steve Marshall
SAM Productions Ltd.
Producer/THE LUISA MARSHALL SHOW - SIMPLY THE BEST
 
Dear Joey Albert/Pacis,
 
I’m writing this letter to clarify answers to questions you have publicly written and stated about the concept and 
name adjustment of THE LUISA MARSHALL SHOW - SIMPLY THE BEST.
 
You posted the following note “Hmmm... Not entertainment? looks familiar...” on Luisa’s public facebook 
wall on November 14/2011.   Are you suggesting that we recently changed our format to be like your new TV 
show?  Also, are you under the impression that our TV show is limited to only musical entertainment features?    
 
Luisa responded to your posting (on her facebook wall) explaining to you what our show format is and has 
been for the past 2 years.  Luisa also asked what you meant by your Facebook comment, and still, she and other 
members of the community await your response.   
 
It has also been brought to our attention from people in the community that you stated we changed our show 
format to be similar to your new show.   You voiced your concern stating that we changed the name of our 
show to THE LUISA MARSHALL SHOW shortly after you aired your first episode then changed it again to 
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SIMPLY THE BEST with LUISA MARSHALL.  Are you under the impression that we changed our show 
name lately because of your show?  
 
I’m happy to give you the answers to your specific questions about our show below.       
 
SHOW CONCEPT
On the matter of you implying that our concept was modified only recently to be similar to your new show, I 
have copied and pasted below our show concept that was handed into and approved by the Shaw Multi-Cultural 
Channel 2 years ago.  
 
“SIMPLY THE BEST is an upbeat variety talk show with celebrity interviews, showbiz news, local Filipino 
events, musical entertainment.  Luisa Marshall basically would be Oprah, Ellen, Barbara Walters and 
herself all mixed into one entertainment package.    Entertainment, Reality Show, Drama, Dance and 
Music. We will have live entertainment, celebrities, cooks, singers, dancers, actors, political figures, 
entrepreneurs, working groups, interesting stories of unknown people, makeovers, house, fashion, 
makeup, hair and other requests from the viewers.  
Our OBJECTIVE with this show is to inspire, educate and entertain Filipino and mainstream viewers.”
We have aired 97 episodes to date.  Here is a short list of prominent shows/interviews that we have aired in the 
past:   
- Premier Christy Clark interview one on one with Luisa, January 21, 2011
- CNN Hero of the Year Efren Penaflorida 2 part series, Dec. 6 & 13, 2010
- Mars Dela Cruz interview on PCCS, Oct. 18, 2010
- BC Nurses Union meeting that concerned overseas workers, March 22, 2010
- Eve Pearl Award winning make up artist and the founder of Eve Pearl Cosmetics, April 26,
 2010
- Jay Razon - Filipino Plaza Project, April 26, 2011
- Tatay Tom Avendano - Moving On to Unity series, Multi Cultural Helping House, Nov. 22,
 2010
- Egyptian Canadian Cultural Society Celebration of Freedom of Egypt, Feb. 28, 2011
- Women in Power, Libby Davis, Irene Yatco, Trang Nguyen and Wai Young, April 25, 2011
- Philippine Flag raising ceremony at the Vancouver City Hall. June 20, 2011
- Pakistani Flood Crises with local Pakistani Canadian Syeda Nayab Bukhari, Sept. 20, 2010
- Ruben Nepales - Filipino Journalist member of the Hollywood Associated Foreign Press
- Marieton Pacheco Balitang Vancouver host, November 8, 2010
- Kulinarya Restaurant, Interview and cooking lesson in the kitchen with Luisa.  (You  
introduced Luisa to the owners and you were present that day) May 17, 2010
- Margo and Trixie Pacis - Sports Interview, Nov. 1, 2010
 
As you can see, since 2009, we have been seeking out a variety of stories and interviewing people from all 
walks of life that we feel will inspire, educate and entertain our viewers.    
 
SHOW TITLE   
On the matter of you stating that we altered the name of our show to THE LUISA MARSHALL SHOW - 
SIMPLY THE BEST, only recently, so as to mirror your show title, I will comment as follows:
 
I can confirm that 8 months ago, on March 23/2011, we had already adjusted our name from SIMPLY THE 
BEST with LUISA MARSHALL to THE LUISA MARSHALL SHOW - SIMPLY THE BEST.  Here is the 
YouTube link that shows our intro, logo and uploaded date that clearly says THE LUISA MARSHALL SHOW:  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6PZrMgb1yU0
 
At the time we revised our show title 8 months ago, we had no knowledge of any show on the Shaw Multi-
Cultural Channel that remotely resembled our show title THE LUISA MARSHALL SHOW - SIMPLY THE 
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BEST.    
 
I hope this information clears up any misconceptions you have about our show, our name and what we have 
been doing for the past 97 episodes.    If you have any further enquiries about THE LUISA MARSHALL 
SHOW - SIMPLY THE BEST, please forward them directly to me as I would be more than happy to answer 
any future concerns.    
 
In regards to my concerns, can you please answer the following questions as printed above:
1. Are you suggesting that we recently changed our format to be like your new TV show?  
2. Are you under the impression that our TV show is limited to only musical entertainment  
  features?
3. Do you think we recently revised our show title to resemble your new TV show?  
 
I would appreciate it if you please respond by email at your earliest convenience.   
 
Regards,
 
 
Steve Marshall
SAM Productions Ltd
Producer - THE LUISA MARSHALL SHOW - SIMPLY THE BEST.
daddycools@shaw.ca
604-288-7664
  
-----------------------------------------------------------
END OF EMAIL TO JOEY ALBERT SENT ON NOV 28/2011 FROM STEVE MARSHALL
 
Here is a letter that carefully states what you wrote and have said in the public and our answers to show that things you 
stated are wrong and we gave you the facts.   I answered anything that you wrote or stated with facts.   I asked you to 
answer questions back to us and again you didn’t answer at all you just emailed back the following.
 
Email response received from Joey Albert to Steve and Luisa Marshall on Dec 3/2011
 
“Thanks, Steve Marshall   : )”
 
Again you didn’t answer any of our questions.    You say things about us, we answer you, but you don’t answer any of 
our concerns regarding this matter.   
 
I, then, contacted your sponsor, Reyfort Media, and asked what is going on.   I wanted to know why his talent (Joey 
Albert) was writing or saying negative things on Luisa’s public Facebook wall and stating things to people that are not 
true about Luisa Marshall and our TV show.   It is very evident to me that you are attempting to put us down in the 
public’s eye.   I told Rey I wanted a public apology from you for stating things that are incorrect to the public about us.   
I did not say it had to be in the Filipino newspapers.  If you ever did respond back I would let you know I wanted the 
apology put in the place you started it.  Right on Luisa’s Facebook wall.  But instead you wrote the following letter back.          
 
 
---------------------------
my dear steve and luisa,
 
i heard about your plans to demand a public apology from me in the pinoy papers. honeslty, i think it's such a shallow, 
showbiz move...  but if you want to use my name to glorify your show, i'll understand... coz i can see how it will benefit 
you. and that's okay coz it will definitely benefit me, as well. Be careful though, because it could very well backfire on 
you... i have 30 years of a good name both here and in Manila... so think about it.
 
Luisa, it doesn't really matter to me what you do with your show. The comment was made to give you a dose of your 
own medicine. You have repeatedly belittled and insulted me so many times in the past... especially during my David 
Pomeranz concert (i've kept all your painful emails)... and yet i kept silent. And yet I kept you as guest in my concert. And 



yet i kept trying to believe that you could be my friend. But you just don't know when to stop. So i had no choice but to 
make you feel how you've made me feel for so long.
 
People forget what you say and what you do, Luisa, but people never forget how you make them feel... I know I will never 
forget how you've made me feel.
 
So go ahead and throw a tantrum and do what you want to do... i've made my point. If you want to put yourself up by 
putting me down, that's your choice. But let me tell you, many have tried and none have succeeded.
No one gets ahead by putting others down.
 
Maybe, just this once, think about how you make other people feel, Luisa... it will do you good.
 
all the best,
Joey
 
END OF EMAIL FROM JOEY ALBERT SENT ON DEC 3/2011
---------------------------------------
EMAIL SENT FROM STEVE MARSHALL TO JOEY ALBERT ON DEC 4/2011
 
Dear Joey Albert
 
Thank you for responding to our requests to explain why you have posted accusatory statements on Luisa’s Facebook 
wall and statements to persons in the public putting down Luisa and our TV Show SIMPLY THE BEST the Luisa Marshall 
Show.   Unfortunately, you didn’t explain why you have been doing this or offer any facts to our original questions or 
concerns.   Now with your latest email you have stated even more personal attacks and we have no idea why you said 
them and where you get the reason to do so.    I’m trying to keep this issue as professional and objective as possible and 
not be so personal.    
 
My email dated November 29/2011 was only sent to you and your show producer Reyfort Media.   Your response was 
cc’d to many people on your list so you have now made this public so we will keep it the same.  
 
In your email, you did not explain to Luisa on her Facebook wall what this was all about nor did you answer my questions 
in my email to you.   Instead, you went on another new topic stating that Luisa has harmed you in the past and you 
attempted to validate why you did these things.    
 
As a matter of fact your  last letter accusing Luisa of hurting you is the same exact thing you are actually doing to her.   
The only difference is you have not included any proof or facts of these allegations you are stating.   
 
Joey, please keep the discussion about this issue objective with proof and facts.   We have heard from reliable sources 
you are making all sorts of personal comments about Luisa and our TV Show.   These types of comments are fine 
because they are your thoughts and personal opinions.  You are entitled to that.   
 
What you are not entitled to do is make defamatory and libel remarks on ones character or business that you are not 
willing to back up with facts and proof.   
 
In moving forward, I’m requesting again that you answer the following questions or supply the requested proof or facts 
which we need to move this conversation in an objective manner.   There are also questions in RED below where I 
comment on your whole letter.    
 
- Please explain why you posted your first statement on Luisa’s Facebook wall.  You stated in your email you did this to 
“...give you a dose of your own medicine...”  and “...I had no choice but to make you feel how you’ve made me 
feel for so long...”  Give us details of what Luisa has done to you with facts.   
 
- Please forward the “...painful emails...” you mention in your email that you say Luisa “...repeatedly belittled and 
insulted...”.   We looked through all the emails with you and did not find anything that we feel did that.  Anyone wanting a 
copy of these emails so they can decide for themselves please send a request and I will forward.   
 
- Question - Asked in my November 29th/2011 email to you.  Are you suggesting that we recently changed our format to 
be like your new TV show?
 
- Question -  Asked in my November 29th/2011 email to you.   Are you under the impression that our TV show is limited to 
only musical entertainment  features?



 
-  Question - Asked in my November 29th/2011 email to you.  Do you think we recently revised our show title to resemble 
your new TV show?
 
In return we will be happy to answer any of your questions or concerns.
 
I hope that you will take the time to answer and explain what this is really about.   Since you decided to make this issue 
public by emailing a group of people, I’m putting the entire conversation in this letter so others can follow it properly and 
decide again for themselves.
 
You said so many things in your email that I totally disagree with, therefore I have responded with facts or questions to 
each section of your statement in red.
 
Joey,  we have no problem having a meeting in person with you and the rest of the people you want involved in this. .     
 
Please respond kindly and objectively at your earliest convenience so we can conclude this matter in a professional way.  
 
Thank you,
 
Steve Marshall
 
EMAIL SENT BY JOEY ALBERT ON DEC 3RD/2011
---------------------
my dear steve and luisa,
 
i heard about your plans to demand a public apology from me in the pinoy papers. honeslty, i think it's such a shallow, 
showbiz move...  but if you want to use my name to glorify your show, i'll understand... coz i can see how it will benefit 
you. and that's okay coz it will definitely benefit me, as well. Be careful though, because it could very well backfire on 
you... i have 30 years of a good name both here and in Manila... so think about it.
 
Luisa, it doesn't really matter to me what you do with your show. The comment was made to give you a dose of your 
own medicine. You have repeatedly belittled and insulted me so many times in the past... especially during my David 
Pomeranz concert (i've kept all your painful emails)... and yet i kept silent. And yet I kept you as guest in my concert. And 
yet i kept trying to believe that you could be my friend. But you just don't know when to stop. So i had no choice but to 
make you feel how you've made me feel for so long.
 
People forget what you say and what you do, Luisa, but people never forget how you make them feel... I know I will never 
forget how you've made me feel.
 
So go ahead and throw a tantrum and do what you want to do... i've made my point. If you want to put yourself up by 
putting me down, that's your choice. But let me tell you, many have tried and none have succeeded.
No one gets ahead by putting others down.
 
Maybe, just this once, think about how you make other people feel, Luisa... it will do you good.
 
all the best,
Joey
-------------------------------------------
SINCE THERE ARE SO MANY THINGS IN YOUR RESPONSE EMAIL THAT I NEEDED TO COMMENT ON I HAVE 
BROKEN MY RESPONSES IN RED.  THE BLACK TEXT IS FROM YOUR LETTER THE RED IS MY RESPONSE.
  
PART OF RESPONSE LETTER FROM STEVE MARSHALL TO JOEY ALBERT.   THE BLACK IS WHAT JOEY WROTE 
AND THE RED IS MY RESPONSE TO EACH THING JOEY WROTE.  
 
my dear steve and luisa,
 
i heard about your plans to demand a public apology from me in the pinoy papers. Joey, if you asked me directly about 
this, you would find this statement is completely incorrect.   My request is that you publicly apologize on Luisa’s public 
Facebook wall for putting your remark/comment that was totally incorrect.    That is where you are accusing us of copying 
your format by not doing entertainment, suggesting we are not allowed to do anything but entertainment.   I said nothing 
about newspapers.  I said to Rey “imagine how the other Filipino newspapers would love to get ahold of this story”.  You 
made this public.   I did not say I wanted you to apologize in the Filipino newspapers.    You put it publicly on Luisa’s 



Facebook wall so that is where it should be answered.   honeslty, i think it's such a shallow, showbiz move...  This has 
nothing to do with any showbiz move.  I’m simply asking you to back up the things you say about us.   You never disputed 
any of my proof that you are incorrect in your assumptions.   Joey, if you never put that on Luisa’s wall and said things in 
public about us changing our name to be like your title (which I proved is completely wrong as we changed that 8 months 
prior to you even having a show)  we would not be having this discussion at all.  You started all this not us.   but if you 
want to use my name to glorify your show, i'll understand... coz i can see how it will benefit you. How could your name 
possibly GLORIFY our show?   We have been successful producing shows on Shaw Multi Cultural Channel for almost 
two years before you even had a show.   We have nothing to gain from your name nor your show.   You are the one that 
is attempting to put us down.  and that's okay coz it will definitely benefit me, as well. We can let the public view all the 
FACTS and decide for themselves if that will help you.  Be careful though, because it could very well backfire on you... 
My concern is that you are going out of your way to put down our show and now Luisa personally with this letter.     i have 
30 years of a good name both here and in Manila... so think about it.  Joey, how you are handling this issue could change 
that.
 
Luisa, it doesn't really matter to me what you do with your show. If that was true you would not have written on Luisa’s 
Facebook wall questioning our show.   If that was true you would not be telling people that we are coping your show and 
changed our name to be like yours.  The comment was made to give you a dose of your own medicine. Please give us 
detailed facts of how and what Luisa has done to you.  You have repeatedly belittled and insulted me so many times in 
the past Please tell us how Luisa has repeatedly belittled you in the past with actual facts... especially during my David 
Pomeranz concert (i've kept all your painful emails)... Please forward exactly what emails and what was said in these 
emails that confirms Luisa belittled you.    and yet i kept silent.  Joey, NO you didn’t keep silent.   You spoke to people 
expressing your thoughts about Luisa behind her back at your concert and they were not favorable.    What you should 
have done and didn’t do was speak to Luisa directly during this concert with any of these concerns.    And yet I kept you 
as guest in my concert. And yet i kept trying to believe that you could be my friend. But you just don't know when to stop. 
Joey, know when to stop what?   What did Luisa do to you?    Explain by facts what you are talking about.  You keep 
going on about what Luisa did to you but you have no facts or proof.   So i had no choice but to make you feel how you've 
made me feel for so long.    This shows you had intent to harm Luisa’s reputation with your accusations.  
 
People forget what you say and what you do, Luisa, but people never forget how you make them feel... Is there someone 
else that Luisa harmed, please explain.  I know I will never forget how you've made me feel.  We need to know what Luisa 
did to you that made you feel so bad.  Facts please.    
 
So go ahead and throw a tantrum and do what you want to do...Correct me if I’m wrong.  You appear to be the one 
throwing a tantrum not us.   We have been very professional.  You started this by putting a comment on Luisa’s wall and 
saying things to people in person.   I detailed these things in my first letter to you with proof of why anything you wrote 
or said was wrong and asked you questions about it but you never even responded to that letter in a professional way.  
Instead you sent this email accusing Luisa of more things you say Luisa did to you with no facts or proof whatsoever.  
i've made my point.   You didn’t make any factual points at all.   Please forward your facts and proof of anything you say 
Luisa did.  That is how to make a point.    If you want to put yourself up by putting me down, that's your choice. Joey, 
this is where you are getting everything backwards.   We did nothing but support your new show on our show.   After 
you had only 4 shows you publicly questioned the integrity of our show and then continued to say things to people in the 
community.   You are the one that have been putting us down.  We were helping you.  But let me tell you, many have 
tried and none have succeeded.   Also, many have tried to put us down in the exact manner as you have and have not 
succeeded.   
No one gets ahead by putting others down. Precisely, Joey, Luisa wants to know when did she put you down?   facts and 
proof.   We have every email/FB private messages ever sent to you which we already have organized and ready to be 
sent out to anyone that requests them so they can decide for themselves.   Its you that started this and has been doing 
this to us.   The public will expect you to share your facts and proof that we have done something wrong against you.  
 
Maybe, just this once, think about how you make other people feel, Ok again, what did Luisa do to you?  What did she 
write to you?   Luisa... it will do you good. Joey, I think it is you that needs to think about how you treat people.
 
-----------------------------
END OF MY ACTUAL EMAIL BACK TO JOEY ALBERT BREAKING APART HER RESPONSE TO COMMENT ABOUT 
EACH LINE.  
 
Now I get an email from Babes Newland showing an email of Joey Albert to Babes
 
START OF EMAIL FROM JOEY ALBERT TO BABES NEWLAND
---------------------
On Mon, Dec 5, 2011 at 7:36 AM, joey pacis <joeygirl44@gmail.com> wrote:
Hi Babes, 



 
Thanks for taking the time to talk to me yesterday on Luisa's behalf. 
I appreciate your concern. If she wants us to talk about things, then I'm okay with that. The three of us can talk 
sometime. 
 
O, don't cry na!
Joey
---------------------

Apparently when Babes and Joey were at the PNE event together they discussed the ongoing issue Joey had with Luisa.  
At no point did Luisa ask for Babes to be involved in any way with the Joey Albert issue as Joey insinuated in this email.  
As a matter of fact Luisa told Babes to just stay away from it.   
 
  
At this point I did not ever get a response to answer any of my questions from Joey Albert.   What I did get was more 
information that Joey Albert was allegedly still making disparaging comments about Luisa Marshall behind her back.  It 
seemed to me Joey was determined to cause damage to Luisa’s reputation.   So I sent her this letter dated Dec 15/2011.  
------------------------------------
 
 
Dec 15/2011
 
Dear Joey Albert,
 
WITHOUT PREJUDICE
It is important that you to understand the possible consequences from your lack of response regarding your 
issues with Luisa Marshall and our TV show by leaving your alleged statements in the public without providing 
facts to back up your statements.   We take your comments that you made public very seriously and request 
that you answer our questions in the past emails that will support your statements so we can decide what 
action to take in the future.    
 
Between your Facebook comment on Luisa’s public wall, things you have said directly to people in the 
community and your email dated December 3/2011, there are numerous alleged disparaging statements that 
could be considered defamation of character, slanderous and libel toward Luisa Marshall and our company.   
 
These are the questions we asked you in the last 2 emails and still request.  #6 is an additional request.
 
1. Are you suggesting that we recently changed our format to be like your new TV show?  
2. Are you still under the impression that our TV show is limited to only musical entertainment  features and we 
changed our format because of your TV show?
3. Do you still think we recently revised our show title to resemble your new TV show (THE JOEY ALBERT 
SHOW)?
4. Please forward us detailed facts of how Luisa has “repeatedly belittled and insulted you so many times 
in the past....”
5. Please forward the email copies of “...all your painful emails...” that you say Luisa belittled you.
6. From your statement in your email dated December 3/2011 you wrote “So i had no choice but to make 
you feel how you've made me feel for so long”  Please forward the timeline you are speaking of.  What date 
did Luisa start to belittle you?   
 
Please understand we want this issue attended to one way or the other very soon.  You are a well respected 
and popular superstar from the Philippines that has considerable influence which any alleged untrue statement 
spoken or written about Luisa Marshall could tarnish and or destroy her good reputation in the mainstream 
and Filipino community.   I will not let your alleged statements continue to float around in the public any longer 
without challenging them.          
 
I only see three options facing us at this time:
1. You provide all the facts needed to support your statements to show what you wrote and said about Luisa 
Marshall and or our TV show in public are true.   



2. If you have no basis whatsoever to support your statements about Luisa Marshall, I request you 
acknowledge these statements are not true with an apology.  This apology will be sent to anyone you included 
in your cc’d email contact and directly on Luisa’s Facebook wall where it all started.   
3. You continue to ignore this issue.  If you allow your statements that allegedly could be considered 
defamatory, slanderous and libel toward Luisa Marshall and our TV show to remain unanswered we will have 
no choice but to consider the option to take legal action against you.    
 
Please forward your intentions pertaining to this matter by December 22/2011.  
 
I look forward to finalizing this matter professionally. 
 
Thank you,
Steve Marshall
604-288-7664    
------------------------------
END OF LETTER TO JOEY ALBERT FROM STEVE MARSHALL DATED DEC 15/2011
 
Here is Joey Alberts response to this letter. (below)
 
--------------------------
On Fri, Dec 16, 2011 at 9:38 AM, joey pacis <joeygirl44@gmail.com> wrote:
Steve and Luisa,
 
1.  I have no intention of responding to your emails.
2.  I have nothing to apologize for.
3.  Sue me.
 
In the meantime,  please stop sending me these emails. Your emails are harassing me.
  
Joey

 
----------------------------------
 
After all this and what Joey says about Luisa this is all she can say back.  Never once attempting to answer any of our 
questions.   
 
In the meantime I was cc’d an email from Babes Newland responding to Joey Alberts email above to Babes.
 
EMAIL FROM BABES NEWLAND TO JOEY ALBERT dated Dec 18/2011
------------------------
From: Babes Castro Newland <babescastronewland@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, 18 Dec 2011 07:55:27 -0800
To: joey pacis<joeygirl44@gmail.com>
Cc: Steve Marshall<tinashow@gmail.com>; Ting Pacis<tpacis@gmail.com>; Winnie Tan<winnie.tan@telus.com>; 
roland fort<rolyfort@yahoo.ca>; benilda g. fort<benildz_86@yahoo.ca>; rey fortaleza<reyfort@gmail.com>; 
alvin barrera<alvinbarrera@gmail.com>; Rosanna Goncalves<rosanna_goncalves@yahoo.ca>; Maria 
Javier<maria@solutionsoncall.biz>
Subject: Re: Letter from Steve Marshall to Joey Albert about her concerns about our TV show.
 
Hi, Joey.
 
I think IT'S TIME... It's time to make a stand. 
 
I became an unwilling participant to this hoopla and, since I've personally known you and Luisa way back from our late 
70's Manila bands era, God knows how I tried to "internally" broker peace without having to involve other people. But to 
my utter shock and dismay, you emailed (cc'd all the other "unwilling" participants herein) me and thanked me for taking 
the time out to talk to you (at the Paskong Pinoy @the PNE) about setting up a meeting with Luisa whilst even mentioning 
something about my "crying" to you... That was really uncalled for. Because I never would have wanted anyone else (let 
alone via conference email) to find out about that private discussion that I had with you. I was very sincere and emotional 
when I hugged you (your manager Maria or Pipoy was outside the dressing room at that time) that I truly wanted the best 



for both of you.
 
My mind is pretty clear in all of these... And I'm not even going to tackle issues related to the David Pomeranz concert. 
The actual issue here was your public (on Luisa's FB Wall) innuendo pertaining to Luisa Marshall's TV show and your 
disparaging remarks against Luisa to some people within the Filipino-Canadian community. Such has not only caused 
her emotional and psychological stress, but has also affected her reputation. Putting myself into Steve's shoes, being 
Luisa's manager, he has every right to protect the latter's best interests; and challenge your accusations with supporting 
proofs or facts. Now, this is something serious that has to be dealt with accordingly and "professionally". Plain and simple. 
However, I was appalled by your last response below to Steve's professional email/s... truly disappointing and sad.
 
Lastly, I would like to kindly request for my name to be removed from this public email discussion.
 
Thank you,
Babes Newland
-----------------------------
END OF BABES NEWLANDS EMAIL TO JOEY ALBERT
 
 
This is my response to Joey Alberts email of Dec 16/2011. 
 
-------------------------
MY RESPONSE
 
RESPONDING
I’m not surprised you have no intention of responding to our requests for facts to support the disparaging statements you 
made about Luisa Marshall on her facebook wall and in public email.   It appears you cannot answer these questions.   
You started this issue and all we requested was facts to back up statements you made.    And now you have nothing to 
say when it matters the most.  
 
APOLOGIZE
It is a matter of opinion if you should be apologizing or not.    Lets look at that more closer.    You put “Hmmm....Not 
entertainment? Format looks familiar...”    on Luisa’s public facebook wall for all to see.   You have repeated this 
thought verbally to imply we changed our format to be like yours and that we are only allowed to show entertainment.    
Also, you allegedly stated we changed the name of our show to be like yours.    
 
NAME CHANGE - I sent you a Youtube clip of our name adjustment that was done 8 months earlier.   Did you not read 
your own program for the KING AND QUEEN OF HEARTS concert?   Prior to the concert that Luisa participated for you 
I sent your manager Maria Javier our standard promotional poster info which you included in your own souvenir program 
that had the text “SIMPLY THE BEST, The Luisa Marshall Show”.    If you look at your own program you will see the list 
of formats that we cover, most of which are not live musical entertainment.    At that point we didn’t even know you had 
a show.   The proof is right in your own program.    You were completely wrong with this thought that you put out there 
to put down our show.    For your information we copied Oprah, Ellen and Barbara Walters, not you.   As far as Filipino 
based shows go we were the first, we have done every topic we can think of in our 100 shows so far.  Anyone after us 
will be viewed as copying us one way or another.   That includes you.  The difference is we don’t mind what anyone does.    
We just do what we do.  You do what you want to do and we don’t care.   We just want to be left alone.   Do your research 
first before you make statements about someone.     
 
FORMAT - I gave you a short list of shows that we’ve done in the past listing shows that had nothing to do with 
entertainment including an interview with your own daughters about sports.    You were completely wrong with that 
accusation also.  
 
BELITTLING -  You stated “You have repeatedly belittled and insulted me so many times in the past... especially 
during my David Pomeranz concert (i've kept all your painful emails)...”  This statement still puzzles us.    We 
requested you to tell us when Luisa repeatedly belittled and insulted you and to forward the “painful emails”.   You have 
not been able to forward any information on this at all.   
 
 
I can’t make you apologize.    As a professional Filipino celebrity that made incorrect statements about a fellow 
entertainer/TV host one would think an apology would be in order.       
 
SUE ME - That certainly will be a discussion in the New Year.   
 



HARASSING EMAILS?-  Joey, you started this whole issue by making statements on Luisa’s Facebook wall, talking 
to people and then you send further emails that you made public and now you think we are harassing you?   You were 
harassing us with your unprofessional ridiculous Facebook remarks, emails and statements made verbally and now you 
want people to think we are harassing you.   You are not fooling anyone.   I want the truth to be out there so everyone can 
judge for themselves especially the people you talked to about Luisa already or in the future.  
 
Questions I want to know, what is your motive for starting all this?   You treated Luisa with respect ever since we met 
you including the David Pomeranz show.  Luisa gave you her unconditional time and energy to help you with your 
show.   We supported your TV show on our show.  Luisa tried 3 times to get you for an interview to promote your new 
show on SIMPLY THE BEST prior to it airing.     Then we find out after the David Pomeranz concert you had issues with 
Luisa even before the concert.    You never said anything to Luisa until after your fourth TV episode?    What suddenly 
changed?    Do you think we do not deserve the right to defend ourselves from your negative comments?    Do you think 
we will bow down and allow you to continuously attempt to damage Luisa's reputation?    Do you think you are above 
everyone else that you don’t need to answer to the issues you started?  
  
Joey, you need to realize if you start something publicly you better be prepared to finish it publicly.    Since you involved 
the public they deserve the facts to back up what you said.       
 
I will not tolerate you making statements further to hurt or harm Luisa Marshall’s reputation or our intentions of our TV 
show SIMPLY THE BEST the LUISA MARSHALL SHOW.   
 
Regards,
Steve Marshall  
 
-----------------------------
END OF EMAIL FROM STEVE MARSHALL TO JOEY ALBERT.
 
This is where everything stands as of Jan 2/2011.    You have seen all the communication that I can find between Luisa 
and Steve Marshall and Joey Albert.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


